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Abstract: The moon has stable luminosity. Radiometric calibration on the lunar region is a good
step in the right direction with the expansion of instrument observation capabilities. The uneven
composition and terrain types of the lunar surface make it possible for inaccuracies in albedo
calculation from coarse-scale data if the within-pixel topology is overlooked. The expression between
the region’s bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) and the actual microtopography reflectance was
established by the multiple reflections of radiation between terrains (MRRT) model. This research
studied the radiation properties on the lunar surface region at various spatial resolutions (scales)
based on the MRRT model. To determine the ideal scale of microtopography to be built, the scale-
effect evaluation factor of albedo is established, and the scale-effect function is fitted. Experiments
demonstrate that a microtopography with a spatial resolution of 60 m to 120 m, with 80 m being
the most suitable scale, can be constructed for an area having (6000 × 6000) m2. This research adds
to the MRRT model’s applicability analysis in multiscale DEM modeling, helps choose and build a
radiation calibration field on the lunar surface, and lays the groundwork for employing the area of
the lunar surface for radiation calibration.

Keywords: multiscale; the radiometric calibration field on the lunar surface; multiple reflections of
radiation between terrains (MRRT) model; scale-effect evaluation factor; scale-effect function

1. Introduction

The moon has stable luminosity ideal for a calibration source. By determining the
empirical parameters of the functional expression of the lunar equivalent disc reflectance
by fitting the data observed by the varied illumination observation geometries, the Robotic
Lunar Observatory (ROLO) is constructed to use the moon for radiometric calibration [1].
The ROLO model, which has an uncertainty of 5–10%, is currently the most accurate lunar
radiation model available [2]. Several initiatives have been made to make the model the
sole recognized benchmark for lunar calibration [3]. The needed calibration accuracy has,
however, exceeded the upper bounds of this model’s calibration accuracy. In contrast,
radiometric calibration based on the lunar surface region is an appropriate development
direction with the expansion of the observational capabilities of remote sensing devices [4].

The link between remote sensing images with various spatial resolutions, however, is
not simply average, but rather connected to the surface conditions and the characteristics of
the target (geo) parameters due to the spatial heterogeneity of the topographic surface [5].
Target isotropy can in fact only be expressed to a limited extent due to the scale effect; for
example, a target with uniform radiation properties at a small scale is not always isotropic
at a large scale [6]. The majority of research demonstrates that the scale effect is the main
factor contributing to albedo estimation uncertainty, and that topography’s influence on
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remote sensing data is spatially scale-dependent [7–9]. The moon is not a perfect Lambert
body, and the terrain types and composition of the lunar surface are heterogeneous [10,11].
It is obvious that the luminance of the lunar surface changes with topography and is
connected to albedo [11]. Based on statistical approaches, Yokota et al. [12] identified three
albedo groups on the surface of the moon, and by using novel correction parameters of
the high albedo group, they produced a 1◦ mesh global lunar reflectance map cube with
160 bands (wavelengths: 512–1652 nm). Based on the percentage of FeO concentration, Wu
et al. [13] classified the lunar surface into four types of terrain.

However, the influence of macrotopography, particularly the multiple reflection effects
between terrains, on the photometric properties of the lunar surface is rarely taken into
account or computed. Wu et al. [14] noted that the Interference Imaging Spectrometer (IIM)
model has relatively large model errors in high-latitudes and edge regions. Topographic
information must be taken into account when a local portion of the lunar surface is used for
calibration in order to examine the problem of rim modeling and improve the precision of
irradiance simulation [14]. In addition, Zeng et al. [10] recommended that while assessing
the impact of heterogeneous correction factors on lunar irradiance, it should be sought to
take into consideration the numerous radiation reflections induced by terrain. To create a
topographic correction model appropriate for the lunar surface, Chen et al. [15] simplified
the Sandmeier model; nonetheless, the reflected radiation from the nearby topography is
actually used instead by the average reflectivity of the nearby pixels. The accuracy of the
mean reflectance obtained by using the surrounding pixels cannot be guaranteed due to the
complexity of the terrain [16,17]. The Hapke model [18] is a radiation transmission model
with a clear physical meaning; however, it has many factors with intricate mathematical
relationships and challenges in solving them, which are frequently simplified to a variety of
models to use without taking topographic effects into account [19]. Furthermore, although
Hapke came up with the formula for macroscopic roughness, it made the often-untrue
assumption that the slope of the terrain would follow a normal distribution [20]. Liu [4]
developed the multiple reflections of radiation between terrains (MRRT) model based
on Proy’s single reflection of the adjacent terrain irradiance formula [21]. Liu [4] then
demonstrated that, despite the lunar surface region having almost no atmospheric effect,
the multiple reflections of radiation between macroscopic terrains are not insignificant.
However, a thorough analysis of the MRRT model’s radiation reflection properties at
various scales has not been done.

Based on the MRRT model, the radiation properties on the lunar surface region at
various spatial resolutions (scales) are discussed in this work. To show the viability of the
MRRT model for the multiscale investigation of topographic radiation characteristics, it
is compared to the Hapke model. The scale-effect evaluation factor is then established in
order to normalize the albedo inaccuracy at various sizes. The scale-effect function is fitted
to determine the ideal ratio between the microtopography and the overall observation area
in the MRRT model based on the scale-effect evaluation factor. The radiation calibration
field is therefore established on the lunar surface using DEM data with the appropriate
spatial resolution. The experimental findings demonstrate that there exists a critical point of
scale wherein an increase in DEM data has little impact on the calculation of actual albedo,
even though in an ideal world more DEM grid data would improve the calculation results.
For a region with a size of (6000 × 6000) m2, it is permissible to create a microtopography
with a spatial resolution ranging from 60 m to 120 m and to perform albedo calculations;
however, the spatial resolution of 80 m is the scale that is most suitable. This study adds
to the MRRT model’s applicability analysis in multiscale DEMs modeling and lays the
groundwork for using the lunar surface as a radiation calibration field by helping to choose
and build a radiation calibration field there.

2. Methodology

Using information from the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA), the topography of
the lunar surface region is identified in this study. DEM data are created at various scales
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to assess the scale influence on topographic radiation properties. The general process is as
follows: the creation of multiscale digital elevation models (DEMs), MRRT model-based
albedo derivation, specification of scale-effect evaluation factor, comparison of albedo at
various scales, and curve fitting of scale effect function. The analytical process’s specifics
are provided below.

2.1. Creation of Multiscale Digital Elevation Models

Barker et al. [22] merged the DEMs from the SELENE terrain camera (TC) and LOLA
DEMs to create SLDEM2015 (http://imbrium.mit.edu/DATA/SLDEM2015/, accessed on
24 January 2022), a near-global DEM with greater geodetic accuracy. The spatial resolution
of the dataset used in this work was 512 pixels per degree (about 60 m per pixel at the
equator). The multiscale topography was created using LOLA data with resolutions of
60, 80, 120, 240, 600, and 1200 m per pixel. For information on the selected lunar surface
regions, see Appendix A.1. The function “imresize” in Matlab was used to implement the
downsampling of LOLA data. The zoom factor was set to 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0.1, and 0.05, and
the interpolation method was “bicubic”. As a result, the created grids for the DEMs had the
following sizes: 100× 100, 75× 75, 50× 50, 25× 25, 10× 10, and 5× 5. Using the Chang’e-3
landing region, as an illustration, Figure 1 displays the multi-scale DEM produced.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 1. Chang’e-3 landing region. The data from the lunar orbital laser altimeter (LOLA) used to
create the multiscale digital elevation models (DEMs): (a) 60 m per pixel, (b) 80 m per pixel, (c) 120 m
per pixel, (d) 240 m per pixel, (e) 600 m per pixel, (f) 1200 m per pixel.

Figure 1 demonstrates how image loss texture details increase as the spatial resolution
of the terrain decreases. The entropy of each DEM at various scales is determined using
Equation (1) [23] in order to quantify the textures’ finer features.

e = −
L−1

∑
i=0

p(zi)log2p(zi) (1)

http://imbrium.mit.edu/DATA/SLDEM2015/
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where L is the total number of grey levels, p(zi) is the frequency of each grey level, and
z is a random variable indicating the DEM’s grey levels. Entropy increases with DEM
variance; if DEM values are uniform across the lunar surface, entropy is equal to zero [10].
Table 1 provides the entropy of the DEMs at six distinct scales. The outcome demonstrates
that at the Chang’e-3 landing zone, the entropy reduces from 4.637891 to 1.498689 with a
loss in topographic spatial resolution, suggesting that the reduction of the terrain’s spatial
resolution will “blur” the landscape’s relief and make the topography “look” flat.

Table 1. The DEMs’ entropy at six distinct scales.

Size (Pixels) 100 × 100 75 × 75 50 × 50 25 × 25 10 × 10 5 × 5

Entropy 4.637891 4.218428 4.195238 3.138591 2.798955 1.498689

The topographic slope’s averages and standard deviations at six distinct scales are
displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The topographic slope’s averages and standard deviations at six different scales. The labels
“1” to “6” of the horizontal axis correspond to the subfigures (a) to (f) of Figure 1.

2.2. MRRT Model-Based Albedo Derivation

The total incoming reflectance or radiance is strongly topographically dependent due
to the effects of rough terrain, which frequently affect lighting and viewing geometry,
produce a relief shadow, observation masking, and multiple scattering [8]. The neighboring
terrain irradiance formula proposed by Proy, which took into account the single reflected
radiation between terrains, was used by Liu [4] to derive the second-order to the nth-
order reflections of radiation between terrains; the relationship between the bidirectional
reflectance factor (BRF) of the observed pixel and the genuine microtopography reflectance
is established, as shown in Equation (11). The following is a simple explanation of how the
MRRT model was derived.

The slope surfaces with varying reflectance are thought to be Lambertian. Pj is the jth
slope that can reflect M, where M is the received slope. The total irradiance that slope M
got from all “visible” Pj can then be expressed as follows [21]:

EM = ∑
j

ρPj

EPj cosTMcosTPj dSPj

πr2
MPj

(2)
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where dSPj , EPj and ρPj are the area, the irradiance and the reflectance of pixel Pj; TM and
TPj are the angles formed by the line MPj and the slope’s normal; and rMPj is the distance
between M and Pj.

In the event that ρMEM does not equal 0, ρMEM will continue to take part in the
subsequent reflection along with other slopes. Following each radiation reflection, the
incident irradiance on each microarea surface can be calculated as follows:

EM(1) = E(sun→M), EPj(1) = E(sun→Pj)
(3a)

EM(n) = ∑
j

ρPj

cosTMcosTPj dSPj

πr2
MPj

· EPj(n− 1) (3b)

where EM(n) is the total incident irradiance that the slope’s surface M has received for the
nth time. The radiation transmission from the sun to the slope M is represented by the
subscript “sun→ M”.

Let

ΓMPj =
cosTMcosTPj dSPj

πr2
MPj

(4)

Hence ΓMPj can be thought of as the visible radiation factor of M. Evidently, ΓMPj does
not change depending on the quantity of reflections.

In order to create many microareas with various slope, aspect, and elevation values,
the target terrain is divided into equally spaced intervals. Lambert’s reflection is taken into
account and the microarea reflectance is assumed to be ρ. Equations (5)–(8) demonstrate
how matrix Tn stores the incident irradiance on the surface of each DEM pixel of the
nth-order.

T1 = E0 =


E11 E12 · · · E1c
E21 E22 · · · E2c

...
...

. . .
...

Er1 Er2 · · · Erc

, n = 1 (5)

T2 =


ρ ·∑(T1 � Γ(1,1)) ρ ·∑(T1 � Γ(1,2)) · · · ρ ·∑(T1 � Γ(1,c))

ρ ·∑(T1 � Γ(2,1)) ρ ·∑(T1 � Γ(2,2)) · · · ρ ·∑(T1 � Γ(2,c))
...

...
. . .

...
ρ ·∑(T1 � Γ(r,1)) ρ ·∑(T1 � Γ(r,2)) · · · ρ ·∑(T1 � Γ(r,c))

, n = 2 (6)

T3 =


ρ ·∑(T2 � Γ(1,1)) ρ ·∑(T2 � Γ(1,2)) · · · ρ ·∑(T2 � Γ(1,c))

ρ ·∑(T2 � Γ(2,1)) ρ ·∑(T2 � Γ(2,2)) · · · ρ ·∑(T2 � Γ(2,c))
...

...
. . .

...
ρ ·∑(T2 � Γ(r,1)) ρ ·∑(T2 � Γ(r,2)) · · · ρ ·∑(T2 � Γ(r,c))

, n = 3 (7)

Therefore,

Tn = ρ ·


∑(Tn−1 � Γ(1,1)) ∑(Tn−1 � Γ(1,2)) · · · ∑(Tn−1 � Γ(1,c))

∑(Tn−1 � Γ(2,1)) ∑(Tn−1 � Γ(2,2)) · · · ∑(Tn−1 � Γ(2,c))
...

...
. . .

...
∑(Tn−1 � Γ(r,1)) ∑(Tn−1 � Γ(r,2)) · · · ∑(Tn−1 � Γ(r,c))

, n > 1 (8)
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where the matrix E0 represents the solar direct incident irradiance. Grid points in row r
and column c receive actual sun incident irradiance Erc, and the visible radiation factor
between this location pixel and other pixels is represented by Γ(r,c). The multiplication of
each element in the corresponding place of the matrices Tn−1 and Γ(r, c) yields a matrix
of the same size, which is represented by Tn−1 � Γ(r,c). The expression ∑(Tn−1 � Γ(r,c))
specifies the addition of each component of the final matrix. The detailed calculation steps
of E0 and Γ(r,c) can be gained from the literature [4].

Throughout numerous radiative reflections, each element in Tn steadily approaches 0.
The ultimate total reflection of the DEM image to the sky, Lre f , can then be stated as follows:

Lre f =
ρ

π
(T1 + T2 + T3 · · ·+ Tn) (9)

Assess the impact of microtopography on a single observation pixel for remote sensing.
Let Tn = ρ · Dn−1, (n > 1). Dn−1 represents the (n− 1)th reflection effect between terrains.
When n = 1, D0 = T1 = E0. Lre f can be written as follows:

Lre f =
ρ

π
(T1 + T2 + T3 · · ·+ Tn) =

ρD0 + ρ2(D1 + D2 + · · ·+ Dn−1)

π
(10)

Equation (11) then displays the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) for the observa-
tion region of a single pixel.

BRF(θ0, φ0, θv, ϕv) =
πLv(θ0, φ0, θv, ϕv)

Esuncos(θ0)
=

ρD0 + ρ2(D1 + D2 + · · ·+ Dn−1)

Esuncos(θ0)
� Bv (11)

where the angles of the sun’s zenith, azimuth, observation zenith, and observation
azimuth are denoted by the symbols θ0, φ0, θv, and ϕv, respectively. With a calculation akin
to that of E0, Bv is the binary visibility matrix in the direction of observation, and Esun is
the direct solar irradiation. There is only one reflection from the terrain surface when the
topography is perfectly horizontal. Therefore, D0 = Esuncos(θ0), Bv = 1, and BRF = ρv.

Equation (11) demonstrates how the topography of the microarea has an impact on the
BRF (i.e., apparent reflectance) of remote sensing pixels observed in low spatial resolution.
It is possible to calculate apparent albedo, also known as topographic-effect albedo, by
integrating the apparent reflectance across all sensor view angles [8], i.e.,

Albedo =
1
π

∫ 2π

0

∫ π/2

0
BRF(θ0, φ0, θv, ϕv) cos θv sin θvdθvdϕv (12)

2.3. Scale-Effect Evaluation Factor

Albedo is a measurement scale for how much solar radiation a surface area reflects.
Generally speaking, we think that the topography of a particular place is described more
accurately with the higher spatial resolution. The scale with the 60 m spatial resolution
preserves the majority of the texture detail and is the study’s most realistic portrayal of the
lunar surface, as seen in Figure 1. As a result, the albedo results for this scale are used as
the lunar reference albedo for other scales [10].

The scale-effect evaluation factor of the terrain’s albedo is therefore defined as the
relative inaccuracy between reference albedo and other scale albedos, and it can be written
as follows:

δ =
|aapp − are f |

are f
× 100% (13)

are f is the albedo of the highest spatial resolution (i.e., 60 m) calculated based on the MRRT
model, and aapp represents the albedo calculated by other scales based on MRRT. We call
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the relative error δ the scale-effect evaluation factor of the albedo of the terrain. The closer
the value of δ is to zero, the less the actual albedo in the region is affected by the scale effect.

2.4. Scale-Effect Function

In this paper, each pixel of DEM data in the target area constitutes a micro-topographic
slope. Let b the scale factor between the microtopography and the target region, which can
be expressed by the reciprocal of DEM spatial resolution t, i.e.,

b =
1
t

(14)

The relationship between the scale-effect evaluation factor δ and b is described
as follows.

f (δ, b) = p1 exp(p2b) + p3 exp(p4b) (15)

p1, p2, p3, and p4 are all fitting parameters. Equation (15) expresses the relative error
between the albedo at different scales and the actual albedo, which is mainly related to
scale scaling factor between the microtopography and the target region. The closer the
value of f (δ, b) is to zero, the less the albedo in the region is affected by the scale effect.

3. Results
3.1. Multiscale Comparison of the Hapke Model and MRRT Model

Hapke [20,24] proposed the shadowing function to represent the influence of the
shadow formed within the pixel due to topographic relief on the pixel reflectance. The
pixel bidirectional reflectance (factor) with the impact of the topography inside the pixel
can be expressed as follows:

ρBRF_lowresolution = ρe_terrain × S(DEM, θ0, φ0, θv, ϕv) (16)

where S(DEM, θ0, φ0, θv, ϕv) is the shadowing function with the value 1 when there is no
shadow and 0 when there is all shadow inside the pixel. When there is both shadow and
illumination inside the pixel, the value of S is between 0 and 1.

For the convenience of comparison, Equation (11) is rewritten into the following form:

BRF(θ0, φ0, θv, ϕv) = ρ×M(DEM, θ0, φ0, θv, ϕv) (17)

In Equation (17), M(DEM, θ0, φ0, θv, ϕv) is defined as the microtopography effect
factor inside the target region, which comprehensively reflects the influence of micro-
terrain on BRF of the target region. Based on the six various scales of DEM data, a
comparison between the microtopography effect factor M(DEM, θ0, φ0, θv, ϕv) and the
Hapke shadowing function S(DEM, θ0, φ0, θv, ϕv) has been made.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the variation of the Hapke shadowing function and microto-
pography effect factor under various illumination observation geometries in the principal
plane of the solar location at (0◦, 150◦) and (45◦, 150◦). The microtopographic surface’s
reflectance is set to 0.15, and the solar incident irradiance is set at 100 W/m2.

Figure 3 demonstrates that the outcomes of various scales of DEM under various
observation angles are always 1 when the solar zenith angle is 0◦ (see Figure 3a). Different
degrees of shadow masking develop in DEM zones of different scales under different
observation angles when the solar zenith angle changes from 0◦ to 45◦. The shadowing
function value shows a gradually declining trend as the spatial resolution of the terrain
decreases, indicating that the region with the low spatial resolution has a greater proportion
of shadows in the observation field of view under the same circumstances and that the
microtopography effect is more significant. This outcome is in contrast to the illustration
in Figure 2, which shows that a lower spatial resolution has a smaller average slope and
standard deviation. The shadowing function was developed with the assumption that the
slope of the terrain would have a Gaussian distribution, which is frequently not the case in
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reality. This may be the cause of the issue. In Appendix A.2, the fitted Gaussian function
curve and the probability density function for each of the six groups of scale terrain slope
are shown in Figure A3. The inaccuracy of the Gaussian function curve fitted by fewer
DEM grid points increases as the topographic spatial resolution decreases.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Hapke model. Variation of the shadowing function under various illumination observations
of the solar location’s primary plane: (a) (0◦, 150◦) and (b) (45◦, 150◦).

(a) (b)

Figure 4. MRRT model. Variation of the microtopography effect factor under various illumination
observations of the solar location’s primary plane: (a) (0◦, 150◦) and (b) (45◦, 150◦). MRRT: multiple
reflections of radiation between terrains.

Figure 4 demonstrates that as the spatial resolution decreases, the value of the micro-
topography effect factor gets closer to 1. This phenomenon shows that topographic relief
is minimal at the low spatial resolution, which means that the BRF of the entire region is
less affected by microtopography. As a result, the BRF is very close to the microtopography
surface’s reflectance. This presentation is in line with the terrain’s decreasing average
slope and standard deviation trend in Figure 2. Additionally, the microtopography effect
factor of six scale DEMs is greater than 1 for the majority of observation angles. This
phenomenon is said to be caused by the numerous reflections between terrains increasing
the incident irradiance of the microtopographic surface, which then increases the reflected
radiance in the observation direction [4]. According to Equation (11), the value of the
denominator remains the same, and the numerator Lv increases with the increase in the
number of reflections between terrains, so the BRF increases. According to the calculation
of literature [4], when the surface reflectance of microtopography is 0.15, the region’s BRF
increases the percentage of different terrain is about 4% to 8%.

In addition, in Figure 4a,b, there was no significant difference in the microtopography
effect factor for most observed zenith angles. At the same time, the difference in micro-
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topography effect factors of these observed zenith angles at different scales is also small.
This might be the case because, as shown in Figure 2, the average slope of the six scale
DEMs for the Chang’e-3 landing region changed from 1.980472 to 0.334923, indicating that
the landscape is relatively flat. Thus, the reflected radiance observed from most viewing
angles is similar. The distribution of irradiance on the Chang’e-3 landing region for two
sun incidence angles is displayed in Figure 5. It is obvious that the irradiance is distributed
evenly. Additionally, Figure 4 shows little change in the scale effect for flatter regions at
most observational angles; the enlarged image shows that the microtopography effect factor
values of the DEM grid of 100× 100 pixels, 75× 75 pixels, 50× 50 pixels, and 25× 25 pixels
are much closer, which demonstrates that the scale effect is minimal in the DEM of these
four scales.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Irradiance distribution of the Chang’e-3 landing area under various solar locations: (a) (0◦, 150◦)
and (b) (45◦, 150◦).

The slope is assumed to be Gaussian distribution in the Hapke model, which results in
significant inaccuracies. The MRRT model, in contrast, does not relate to this assumption.
The MRRT model’s microtopography effect factor can more accurately reflect the microto-
pography’s impact on the BRF over the entire region, making it better suited for identifying
scale-effect changes in the actual terrain.

3.2. Albedo of Multiscale DEMs Based on the MRRT Model

The albedo is determined at various scales for the landscape in the Chang’e-3 landing
region using the MRRT model. The Lambert reflectance of the microtopographic surface is
assumed to be 0.15, and the solar incident irradiance is set as 100 W/m2. Figure 6 shows the
regional albedo at different scales in two solar incident angles of (0◦, 150◦) and (45◦, 150◦).

As shown in Figure 6, in the DEM grid of 100× 100 pixels, 75× 75 pixels, and 50× 50
pixels, the albedo under the two groups of solar incidence angles is more than 0.15. This is
due to the fact that multiple reflections between terrains enhance the microtopographic
surface’s incidence irradiance, which raises the total amount of reflected radiation. As a
result, the albedo result can exceed 0.15. Additionally, the albedos at six scale DEMs under
the solar incident angle of (45◦, 150◦) are much higher than they are under the solar incident
angle of (0◦, 150◦). This indicates that due to the multiple reflections of radiation between
the terrains, the ratio of total reflected radiation to incident radiation increases more at
the solar incidence angle (45◦, 150◦) than at the solar incidence angle (0◦, 150◦). The solar
incident angle and the actual terrain are connected to this phenomenon. There is no direct
correlation between the magnitude of the terrain’s albedo at various incidence angles.
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Figure 6. Albedo of multiscale DEMs based on the MRRT model under different illumination
geometry: (0◦, 150◦) and (45◦, 150◦).

In the DEM grid of 100× 100 pixels, 75× 75 pixels, 50× 50 pixels and 25× 25 pixels,
the albedo under the two groups of solar incidence angles differs greatly. In contrast,
there is only a little difference in albedo between the DEM grids of 10× 10 pixels and
5× 5 pixels. This demonstrates that with the reduction of the spatial resolution of the
terrain, the slope of the terrain becomes gentler, as shown in Figure 2, and the influence
of the solar incident zenith angle on the albedo results decreases. Additionally, when the
DEM grid is 25× 25 pixels, the albedo curve has a distinct turning point. To assess the
scale impact of albedo, the scale-effect evaluation factor of albedo under the two sets of sun
angles is computed.

The highest spatial resolution of the DEM in this paper, which is used to calculate
the reference albedo are f , is 60 m, as was mentioned in Section 2.3. Figure 7 demonstrates
how a second-order exponential function (see Equation (15)) can be used to express the
relationship between the scale-effect evaluation factor and terrain scale factor. Six scale
factors are, respectively, 1/60, 1/80, 1/120, 1/240, 1/600, and 1/1200. The calculated
albedo is more closely related to the reference albedo the smaller the scale-effect evaluation
factor is. It can be seen that there is a clear turning point at 1/240 based on the slope
changes of the fitting curve at each scale factor, which is consistent with the outcome in
Figure 6. Therefore, the scale critical point given by the curve is about 1/240. Additionally,
the Figure 7a,b show that under the two sets of sun incidence angles, the curves of the
scale-effect function are similar, which demonstrates that for these two sets of incidence
angles, the microtopographic impact of albedo varies evenly with the change in scale. This
pattern suggests that the topography features of different scales are preserved reasonably
uniformly in the topographic data obtained in this region. The information utilized in this
paper’s calculations is therefore trustworthy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Scale-effect evaluation factor of multiscale DEMs based on the MRRT model under different
illumination geometry: (a) (0◦, 150◦) and (b) (45◦, 150◦). Six scale factors are 1/60, 1/80, 1/120, 1/240,
1/600, 1/1200, respectively.

3.3. Applied on Other Lunar Regions

Four randomly selected lunar surface regions, each the same size as the Chang’e-3
landing zone, were processed in the same manner as in Appendix A.1. Figure 8 depicts
the outcomes. The scale factors 1/60, 1/80, 1/120, 1/240, 1/600, and 1/1200 produce
multiscale topography of regions, accordingly. The MRRT model is used to determine the
albedo and scale-effect evaluation factors for the four landscapes at various scales.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. Four arbitrarily selected regions on the lunar surface: (a) Area A: (23.7◦N, 47◦W), (b) Area B:
(10◦S, 0◦E), (c) Area C: (20◦N, 10◦E), and (d) Area D: (16◦N, 26◦W). The DEM has a spatial resolution
of 60 m in every region.

The ordinate coordinates of the four groups of albedo figures are not unified in Figure 9
to better illustrate how albedo changes with scale. The albedo under the two groups of
solar incident angles exhibits similar variation trends with scale in various terrains. The
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analysis of the results is consistent with that of Figure 6. A second-order exponential
function can be used to explain the relationship between the scale-effect evaluation factor
of various terrains and scale factors, as shown in Figure 10. For different regions, the
scale-effect evaluation factor of albedo calculated by microtopography constructed with
spatial resolution between 60 and 120 is less than 1%. Moreover, the scale-effect evaluation
factors of different terrains at the same scale are similar. This indicates that the scale critical
point given by the curve should be around 1/120. Combining the findings of Section 3.2,
this shows that it is acceptable to build a microtopography with a spatial resolution of 60 m
to 120 m and perform albedo calculations for an area of (6000 × 6000) m2, in which the
spatial resolution of 80 m is the most suitable scale.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 9. Albedo of four lunar surface regions at different scales: (a) Area A, (b) Area B, (c) Area C, and
(d) Area D. The ordinate coordinates of the four groups of albedo figures are not unified.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Scale-effect evaluation factor of multiscale DEMs of four lunar regions based on the MRRT
model under different illumination geometry: (a) (0◦, 150◦) and (b) (45◦, 150◦). Six scale factors are
1/60, 1/80, 1/120, 1/240, 1/600, and 1/1200, respectively.
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4. Discussion

The moon has stable luminosity ideal for a calibration source. Radiometric calibration
based on the lunar surface region is a favorable development direction with the enhance-
ment of the observation capabilities of remote sensing devices [4]. The key to creating a
radiation regional calibration model on the lunar surface, however, is to take into account
the topographic effects and the heterogeneity of material distribution. Additionally, the
majority of research demonstrates that the scale effect is the main factor contributing to
uncertainty in albedo estimation, and the influence of topography on remote sensing data
is scale-dependent [8]. Neglecting within-pixel topology could lead to mistakes in albedo
estimation from coarse-scale data because of the scale effect in albedo [25].

Hapke [20,24] proposed the shadowing function to express the impact of the shadow
created within the pixel due to topographic relief on the pixel reflectance. However, the
shadowing function was developed with the assumption that the terrain’s slope adheres to
the Gaussian distribution, which is frequently not the case (see Figure A3). The shadowing
function in Figure 3b exhibits a trend toward steady decline as the terrain spatial resolution
is reduced. This outcome is in contrast to the illustration in Figure 2, which shows that a
lower spatial resolution has a smaller average slope and standard deviation. In contrast,
the MRRT model [4] used Proy’s neighboring terrain irradiance formula [21] to derive the
second-order to nth-order reflections of radiation between terrains, which established the
relationship between the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) of the observed pixel and
the genuine microtopography reflectance (see Equation (11)). The variation trend of the
microtopography effect factor based on the MRRT model is depicted in Figure 4 and is
compatible with the actual circumstance. This suggests that in order to determine the scale
effect variations of the actual terrain, the MRRT model may more accurately explain the
microtopography influence on the BRF of the entire region.

This work further derives the albedo formula from the MRRT model (see Equation (12)).
Section 3.2 states that at the two sun incoming angles, the albedo findings derived at vari-
ous scales preserve comparable change curves; the scale-effect evaluation factor and scale
factor may be related using a fourth-order polynomial formula. It can be shown that the
scale effect of albedo has a critical point of scale, meaning that increasing the DEM data
needed to compute it or decreasing a particular fraction has very little impact on the actual
albedo calculation. This judgment is supported in Section 3.3: Figure 10 demonstrates that
the scale critical point indicated by the curve is approximately 1/120 in the four parts of
the lunar surface that were arbitrarily chosen. This shows that it is acceptable to build a
microtopography with a spatial resolution of 60 m to 120 m and perform albedo calculations
for an area of (6000 × 6000) m2, in which the spatial resolution of 80 m is the most suitable
scale. According to the experimental findings, neither the tiniest nor the largest scale is the
best scale. Using a known-size area, we may create multiscale DEMs and use MRRT to
determine the albedo at various scales. We may obtain the best micro-topographic scale in
this region by fitting the scale-effect function, which can then be used for MRRT modeling
in other regions.

This research adds to the MRRT model’s applicability analysis in multiscale DEM
modeling, helps choose and build a radiation calibration field on the lunar surface, and
lays the groundwork for employing the area of the lunar surface for radiation calibration.
However, the model accuracy of applying MRRT to the radiometric calibration field on
the lunar surface has not been thoroughly assessed due to the limited lunar radiance
observation data and in situ measured reflectance data. Additionally, the lunar soil made
up of dust, noncohesive rocks, debris, and molten glass covers most of the lunar surface.
The weathering of lunar rocks in space produces lunar soil [26]. At less than 1 cm of scale,
the lunar surface’s relief becomes ambiguous, and the soil is porous. The size, shape,
transparency, porosity, and surface roughness of the lunar soil particles all affect how
reflective the materials on the lunar surface are [20]. In the MRRT model, it is considered
that the reflectance of the microtopographic surface with larger than the particle level
but smaller than the detector observation scale is the surface result of the comprehensive
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reflection of the radiation characteristics of light between the lunar soil particles, and it is
assumed to be Lambertian body reflection. When attaining sufficiently high DEM spatial
resolution, it is advised to try to employ the MRRT model in conjunction with other lunar
surface photometric functions such as the Hapke function, Akimov function, or Shkuratov
function [27,28].

A ground-based lunar observation system with a spatial resolution of the visible
bands of 7 km was established by the Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, and it has started to be seen. The instrument’s observation data will
be used to help the MRRT model’s subsequent correction and accuracy assessment.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1

The actual areas depicted by grids of various latitudes and longitudes based on
SLDEM data are different because SLDEM is a simple cylinder projection, as demonstrated
in Figure A1. Points A, B, C, and D approximately form a trapezoid area. Assume that the
longitude and latitude coordinates of A, B, C, and D are (lat1, lon1), (lat1, lon2), (lat2, lon1),
(lat2, lon2), where the increment of latitude is dθand the increment of longitude is dϕ. Both
angles are in radians. The sphere has a radius of R. Therefore, the actual distance increment
of any latitude and longitude can be expressed as:

Figure A1. SLDEM is a simple cylinder projection. The actual areas depicted by grids of various
latitudes and longitudes based on SLDEM data are different.

Dlon = Rcos(Blat)dϕ (A1a)

Dlat = Rdθ (A1b)

Take the Chang’e-3 landing zone as an example, its central latitude and longitude
coordinates are (44.1205◦N, 19.5102◦W). Assume that the area of the target region is
6000 × 6000 m2 with the number of pixels 100 × 100; that is, the spatial resolution is
60 m. The moon has a radius of 1737.4 km. According to SLDEM, the data is 512 pixels
per degree, so 1 pixel is 0.001953125◦. Let dθ = dϕ = 0.001953125, it can be calculated that
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there is a maximum difference of about 0.5 pixels in the longitude direction in this area (the
distance difference between AB and CD in Figure A1), which is ignored in this paper.

Therefore, the selected region can be regarded as a rectangular region, and the number
of pixels in the longitude direction and latitude direction can be calculated according to the
central longitude and latitude of this region. The results are shown in Equation (A2):

numlon =
6000
Dlon

≈ 141 (A2a)

numlat =
6000
Dlat

≈ 101 (A2b)

The conversion of the selected area’s spatial resolution to the target’s spatial resolution
is shown in Figure A2. The “imresize” function in Matlab is used to implement the
downsampling of SLDEM data.

(a) (b)

Figure A2. Chang’e-3 landing region. The conversion of the selected area’s spatial resolution to
the target’s spatial resolution: (a) the original image used SLDEM data and (b) the new image with
adjusted spatial resolution.

Appendix A.2

After calculating the slope for each DEM pixel, the probability density function (PDF)
of the slope is calculated by Equation (A3).

PDF =
distribution

∑ distribution
/binspace (A3)

where, binspace is the interval of slope distribution, distribution is the number of slopes in
the interval, and distribution

∑ distribution is the proportion of the number of slopes in the interval to the
total slope number.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure A3. The fitted Gaussian function curve and the probability density functions of the six groups
of scale terrain slope: (a) 100× 100 pixels, (b) 75× 75 pixels, (c) 50× 50 pixels, (d) 25× 25 pixels,
(e) 10× 10 pixels, (f) 5× 5 pixels.
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